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These flashcard books are designed with large, engaging pictures to help your little one learn
French - one fun, easy lesson at a time.In this lesson, we focus on learning colors & shapes. The
"Learn Colors" and "Learn Shapes" sections have everything you need to teach your child
French Colors and Shapes including:- The English word- A large picture of the color or shape-
The French word (including the article)Then, to test how much your child has learned, switch to
the "Practice Shapes" or "Practice Colors" section. This section works just like normal flash
cards. The first page shows the color or shape and turning the "page" shows the same photo,
this time with the French word!Plus at the end of the book are two convenient reference lists.
One for the colors and one for the shapes!

From School Library JournalGr 1–4—Lillian may be old, but it's Voting Day, and she's going to
vote. As she climbs the hill (both metaphorical and literal) to the courthouse, she sees her
family's history and the history of the fight for voting rights unfold before her, from her great-great-
grandparents being sold as slaves to the three marches across Selma's famous bridge. Winter
writes in a well-pitched, oral language style ("my, but that hill is steep"), and the vocabulary,
sentence structure, and font make the book well-suited both for independent reading and for
sharing aloud. The illustrations, though, are what truly distinguish this offering. Lillian is portrayed
in resolute left-to-right motion, and her present-day, bright red dress contrasts with the faded
greens, blues, and grays of the past, sometimes in a direct overlay. A bright yellow sun, which
readers may recognize from Evans's illustrations in Charles R. Smith Jr.'s 28 Days: Moments in
Black History That Changed the World (Roaring Brook, 2015), symbolizes hope as it travels
across the sky. The story concludes on an emphatic note, with a close-up of Lillian's hand on the
ballot lever. An author's note provides historical context, including information about the woman
who inspired Lillian (Lillian Allen, who in 2008 at age 100 voted for Barack Obama), and ends by
reminding readers that protecting voting rights is still an ongoing issue. VERDICT A powerful
historical picture book.—Jill Ratzan, I. L. Peretz Community Jewish School, Somerset, NJ --This
text refers to the hardcover edition.Review"Moving.... Stirs up a potent mixture of grief, anger,
and pride at the history of black people’s fight for access to the ballot box." —The New York
Times“A much-needed picture book that will enlighten a new generation about battles won and a
timely call to uphold these victories in the present.” —Kirkus Reviews, starred review“The
illustrations… are what truly distinguish this offering… A powerful historical picture book.” —
School Library Journal, starred review“Simple yet powerful, Lillian’s narrative transforms a
complex topic into an affecting story suitable for a younger audience, making it a perfect
introduction to voting and civil rights. An important book that will give you goose bumps.” —
Booklist, starred review"“Winter's prose has a lofty, oratorical quality...skillfully blending Lillian's



individual path to the voting booth with the historical context that made it possible...A valuable
introduction to and overview of the civil rights movement.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review--
This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorJonah Winter has written many highly
acclaimed books for children, including You Never Heard of Sandy Koufax?!, which was named
an ALA-ALSC Notable Children’s Book and a Booklist Top of the List, and You Never Heard of
Willie Mays?!, which received four starred reviews and was named a Bulletin Blue Ribbon Book.
His other books include Here Comes the Garbage Barge!, a New York Times Best Illustrated
Book; Barack, a New York Times bestseller; and Dizzy, recipient of Best Book of the Year
citations from Booklist, School Library Journal, The Horn Book Magazine, The Bulletin, and
Kirkus Reviews. Jonah divides his time between Santa Fe, New Mexico, and a small town in
Pennsylvania. Shane W. Evans is the author and illustrator of numerous books for children,
including We March and Underground: Finding the Light to Freedom, which received the Coretta
Scott King Illustration Award. He has illustrated more than thirty picture books, including
Osceola: Memories of a Sharecropper’s Daughter by Alan Govenar, winner of the Boston Globe–
Horn Book Award for Nonfiction. Shane lives in Kansas City, Missouri, where he runs Dream
Studio, a community art space. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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Easy-PeasyFrench for Kids Seriesby Charles PierreTHIRD PRESSCopyrightFrench Lesson 2:
Colors & ShapesEasy-Peasy French for Kids SeriesCopyright 2011, Charles PierreAll rights
reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced in any form or by any electronic or mechanical
means, including information storage and retrieval systems, without permission in writing from
the publisher, except by a reviewer who may quote brief passages in a review.Kindle
EditionTable of ContentsColorsLearn * Practice * ListShapesLearn * Practice * ListOther Books
You May EnjoyLearn Colors in FrenchUse these cards to learn the names for the Colors (les
couleurs) in French.As with English, there are often many names for similar colors. So, the same
way English distinguishes between purple and violet, French also has more than one word,
pourpre and violet. To keep things simple only one name for each color is listed.the colorsles
couleursredrougeorange
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